Information Release Form for Students

Sustainability Connect is a platform for applied learning projects related to sustainability problem solving, offered through the School of Sustainability and the Julie Ann Wrigley Global Institute of Sustainability. The managers of these applied learning programs in sustainability work together to optimize opportunities offered to students, faculty and community partners, including partners from the private and public domain, as well as the ASU campus.

Sustainability Connect aims to offer rich projects, which allow for extended collaboration with project partners, offering individual students to contribute to the project during the semester of their choice. Extended collaboration also allows to build upon previous project work accomplished by other students. Such an approach ultimately allows all project participants to develop robust project outcomes and work towards their implementation so that the project can have an impact on real world issues. Because of this, we would like your permission to make work done on your sustainability project accessible to other students, so other students may read the assignments, final project reports, and course work and build upon the work already done.

This form is for all students who are enrolled in coursework with any variety of project types e.g. culminating experiences, independent research, faculty-facilitated workshops or in-class projects, service learning, internships, or other opportunities of a similar nature. With this form you are giving your permission to allow us to share student papers and work done on your project with other students, faculty and project partners to build on the existing body of work (but not allowing them to copy this work). Building on the existing body of work entails the regular practice of crediting and referencing previous work.

Thank you in advance for your help in allowing other students, faculty, and project partners to build upon this work and offering the opportunity for greater impact on addressing the sustainability issues that motivated this work.

I, ________________________________ (printed name)
________________________________, (signature)                     Date: ______________________
a student working on a project through Sustainability Connect,

_____ give full permission for others to review, analyze, and use the project work and data for research purposes that could improve upon the sustainability issue on which the project was based.

_____ give limited permission for others to review, analyze, and use the project work and data for research purposes that could improve upon the sustainability issue on which the project was based under the following conditions:
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

_____ do not give permission for others to review, analyze, and use the project work or data associated with the project.